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Maintain a safe zone
around pad-mounted transformers
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Sam McCrary has seen some unbelievable things in the 18
years he’s worked for Flint Energies. Unfortunately, most of
them involve safety issues, including the decisions people make
concerning the green pad-mounted transformers. “I once visited
a neighborhood to hook up a service, and the transformer had
cuts in the top where a construction worker had used it as a
sawhorse,” says McCrary, Flint Energies’ Safety and Loss Control
Specialist.
McCrary presents safety demonstrations at schools in Flint’s
service territory. He asks students if anyone has ever sat on one
of the green boxes or used it as base when playing a game of
Tag. “Usually, several students raise their hands, as well as a
few teachers,” he recalls. He then goes on to warn students not
to play around transformers, because it might have been
damaged by a lawnmower or a bump from a vehicle, and could
be dangerous.
Transformers reduce voltage from high-voltage lines to levels that
Members can use in their homes. Each transformer can be vital
to providing electricity to several homes. In many newer subdivisions, overhead lines no longer are an option. Burying power lines
reduces potential system damage from high winds and severe
storms. While Members seldom see technicians working on the
transformers unless there are power outages, they are regularly
inspected by Co-op crews riding through neighborhoods.
“We can see fault indicators from the road,” says McCrary, adding
that one of the biggest concerns is safe access when repairs or
The landscaping
at this house
maintains an appropriate distance
around the transformer, allowing
lineworkers access
to the equipment.
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Sam McCrary speaks to a group of second-graders about the importance
of staying away from transformer boxes in their neighborhood.

component adjustments must be made. “That’s why it’s
important that landscaping and other barriers be kept clear of
Co-op equipment.” Technicians need at least 10 feet of clearance
at the opening side of a pad-mounted transformer. Approximately
four feet of open space is preferable at the rear and on the sides
of the metal housing. That distance allows for tool use, including
hot sticks, which are typically eight feet in length and are used
to work with energized equipment. It also ensures that one or two
technicians working on a transformer have space to back away if
problems occur.
“Always call 811 or go to call811.com before you dig anywhere in
your yard,” says Toby Clark, Flint Energies’ Manager of Safety and
Loss Control. “It’s important to have your utility lines marked before
planting shrubs or trees, setting fence posts, installing sprinkler
systems and digging where it might damage underground lines.”
Transformers are padlocked for our Members’ protection, so if you
ever see an open transformer or notice anything suspicious, call
Flint Energies at 800.342.3616 or dial 911.
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You can beat the peak (and save money!) by decreasing
your power use when energy demand and prices are at
their highest. Here are a few tips to help you get started:

Laundry for less:
Full loads mean fewer cycles, and
running washers and dryers in the
late evenings adds less heat and
humidity to the home. Energy can
cost less outside of peak hours.

Cool off/calm down:
Turn off unnecessary lighting and
electronics that generate heat,
resist the urge to turn down the
thermostat and remember — lower
fan settings use less energy.

Intramural competition:
Online gaming, with each active
player using their own computer,
display, gaming console and
internet connection, gets pricey.
Play each other at home on one
screen and save.

Countertop convenience:
Range or oven cooking can really
warm up a kitchen. Microwaves,
convection ovens, induction
cooktops, slow cooker and toaster
ovens put more heat where you
need it.
FlintEnergies.com

Stay safe exploring
the great outdoors
this summer
Summer is in full swing, and that means it is time for fun
in the sun! As you spend more time outdoors, Flint Energies
reminds you to stay safe.
Are you planning a home improvement project?
When working outdoors, you may be using tools such as
ladders, power tools, shovels or even paintbrushes with
extendable arms. These items help you get the job done but
could be dangerous, if used improperly.
Pay attention to where you place metal ladders or dig for fence
posts. Before you start any project, always look up and avoid
overhead power lines. Keep a minimum of 10 feet between you
and overhead lines. Power tools should be kept away from wet
surfaces and outlets should not be overloaded.
Exploring the great outdoors is a great way to spend time
with the family, but keep these safety tips in mind:

Children should never climb trees near power lines–
always assume a wire is live. Fly kites and remotecontrolled-airplanes in large open areas like a park or a
field, safely away from trees and overhead power lines.
Are you planning to take a dip in the pool?
Electrical devices, such as stereos, should be kept at least
10 feet from water sources and outdoor electrical outlets
should always be covered. If you hear a rumble of thunder,
exit the pool right away.
Speaking of thunder, summer storms can be dangerous if
you’re caught in the wrong place at the wrong time. If you
find yourself outdoors during a storm, move toward suitable
shelter with covered sides, and stick to low-lying ground if
possible.
These are just a few tips to remember when you are spending time outdoors this summer with your family. Have some
fun out there, and always keep safety in mind!

If you are planning a project that
requires digging, remember to dial
811 first to find out if the area where
you will be working is clear of underground power lines.
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Tips to
5 saving
money
Here are a few tricks to help you save
your pennies now, turning them into
dollars later:

1
2

3

4
5

Pay yourself first. If you receive your
pay through direct deposit, deposit a
workable amount of each paycheck
into a savings account.
Value yourself as a customer.
Move your money into savings
accounts that offer higher interest
rates. Shop around for ways to save
money on auto, homeowner’s or renter’s
insurance; insurers often offer
discounts for multiple policies or based
on safe driving, a student driver’s good
grades, being a veteran and other
qualifiers.
Make do. If you get a raise, forget about
it by putting the difference in each
paycheck directly into your 401(k). If
you pay off a loan or credit card, start
paying yourself that amount, either by
increasing your 401(k) contribution or
depositing it in your savings account.
Cut the cord. Discontinuing your cable
subscription or reducing it to the bare
minimum will save you money.
Do It Yourself (DIY). Information
about almost everything is now at your
fingertips. Abundant resources exist to
make your money-saving DIY project a
success.
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Co-op Connections
Card deals near you
Saving money is important to us all. As a Flint Energies Member, you have
access to hundreds of discounts—local and national—with your Co-op
Connections Card. Check out a few of our regional discounts and take advantage
of being a card-carrying Member of Flint Energies. For a list of more discounts, go
to connections.coop/flintenergies. Pick up a free card at any Flint office.
Pro-tech Plumbing, Byron: Members who purchase maintenance will get three services for the price of two. All trip
charges waived and a 10% discount on all repairs
Marla’s Art and Frame Gallery, Bonaire: 15% off any
framing order
Hayden Auto Electric, LLC, Reynolds: $5 off an oil change
Spy Gadgets, Warner Robins: 10% off in-store purchase

Don’t be
left in the

DARK

Having your correct number
helps Flint Energies respond
quicker to your power outage.
In times of widespread outages,
Flint Energies receives throusands of
calls at once. Our automated system
uses caller ID information sent from
your phone to quickly find your account
information. If we have your correct
number on file, we can access your
account information as soon as your
call is received.
If we don’t have all of your correct numbers, including your cellphone, you can still report the outage.
It’s simply a matter of following the voice prompts
from our automated system. Check the phone number and service address listed on your electric bill.
If they are not correct, please call 800.342.3616.
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